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Abstract

The aim of the present article is to trace the origin and the evolution of the Tocharian
A ending -äṃ, which is the plural marker of a closed class of nouns, whose Tocharian
B counterparts are ranged under other inflectional classes. The results of this investi-
gation are twofold: (1) not only is Tocharian A shown to have generally preserved the
Proto-Indo-European situation better than Tocharian B, (2) but it is also argued that
some members of this closed class are relevant from an Indo-European comparative
perspective, since they have refunctionalised the n-form of the PIE *r/n-stems as a plu-
ral marker.
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1 Introduction

In contrast to the verbal system, it is generally held that the Tocharian nominal
system is less conservative and archaic with respect to what is reconstructed
for Proto-Indo-European. This is, however, only partially true. Some Tocharian
nominal endings and forms can in fact prove relevant from a comparative per-
spective. I believe this is the case with the Tocharian A inflectional class with
the plural ending -äṃ (nom. = obl.).
This case marker is historically compared with TchB -na, as they are usu-

ally considered to be the outcome of the original neuter plural of nasal stems,
which underwent reanalysis: PIE *-n-h2 > *-n-ă > PTch *-na >TchB -na, A -(ä)ṃ
(Pinault 2008: 493f.). For this reason, Krause & Thomas (TEB §162) grouped
nouns with these plurals together under a single nominal class (II.1). Despite
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table 1 Tocharian A nouns with plural -äṃ and their Tocharian B correspondents

Tocharian A Class Tocharian B Class

sg. pl. sg. pl.

por ‘fire’ poräṃ II.1 puwar ‘id.’ pwāra I.1
ysār ‘blood’ ysāräṃ II.1 yasar ‘id.’ ysāra I.1
ytār ‘road’ ytāräṃ II.1 ytārye ‘id’. ytariṃ (obl.) VI.1
wram ‘thing’ wramäṃ II.1 °wreme ‘?’ – ?
plāc ‘word’ plācäṃ II.1 plāce ‘id.’ plāci (nom.) V.2

plātäṃ (obl.)

the alleged common origin, however, TchB -na and TchA -äṃ have a different
distribution. Indeed, there are no Tocharian B nouns with plural in -namatch-
ingTocharianAnounswith plural in -äṃ. Their productivity is different aswell:
TchB -na is the plural marker of a fair number of nominals, while TchA -äṃ is
confined to five substantives only. This mismatch is peculiar.
As can be seen fromTable 1, the cognate nouns in Tocharian A and B belong

to different inflectional classes.
Of the five Tocharian A nouns, three are of alternating gender (TchA por,

TchA ysār, TchA wram), and two are of feminine gender (TchA ytār and TchA
plāc).
The core issue is which of the two languages preserves the older state of

affairs, and the present article aims to answer this question, analysing the syn-
chronic distribution and the diachronic evolution of this ending in Tocharian.
I intend to show that Tocharian A has generally preserved the original situa-
tion, while Tocharian B has mostly recharacterised the plural form of these
nouns. If my analysis is correct, it would also confirm that this inflectional class
is relevant to the reconstruction and the further development of an archaic
Proto-Indo-European class of nouns: the *r/n-heteroclites.

2 Etymology of the nouns

Three of the five Tocharian substantives that belong to class II.1 can be traced
back to PIE heteroclites.1 They are: TchA por, B puwar ‘fire’, TchA ysār, B yasar

1 The connection of theseTocharian nounswith the PIE *r/n-stems has already been proposed
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‘blood’, and TchA ytār, B ytārye ‘road’. That these nouns reflect PIE *r/n-stems
was actually noted decades ago, but the relevance of this fact for their plural
formation has not, to my knowledge, been explicitly pointed out.
Cognates of TchA por, B puwar ‘fire’ are found in most Indo-European lan-

guages. Among these, Hitt. paḫḫur, gen.sg. paḫḫuenaš continued the protero-
dynamic inflection almost intact and thus provides substantial evidence for
reconstructing theheteroclitic paradigmasPIE *péh2-u̯r̥, *ph2-u̯én- (Kloekhorst
2013: 111). Other cognates include: Gk. πῦρ < *pūr, gen. πῠρός, Arm. howr < *pūr
(Olsen 1999: 94), Umbr. pir < *pūr (cf. acc. sg. sim ‘pig’ < *suH-m), abl. pure <
*pŭr-ed, Goth. fōn, gen. funins, OHG fuir, ON fúr < *pūr (Simms 2009), Cz. pyř
‘burning ash’ (Machek 1957: 502). There is no doubt that both TchA por and
TchB puwar are somehow linked to these formations. However, the exact apo-
phonic grade andmorphological formation fromwhich they descend are noto-
riously problematic, since the phonological correspondence between TchA -o-
and TchB /-əwa-/ is difficult and complicates the Proto-Tocharian reconstruc-
tion. However, given the fact that the exact origin of these nouns is not impor-
tant for our discussion, I will not go deeper into their etymology here.2
As far asTchA ysār, B yasar /yə́sar/ ‘blood’ is concerned, it has cognate forms

in several Indo-European languages, including Hitt. ēšḫar, gen. išḫanāš, Skt.
ásr̥-k, gen. asnáḥ, Gk. ἔαρ ~ ἦαρ, Latv. asins, OLat. as(s)yr (Paul. Fest. 12. 19; cf.
also aser in CGL 2.23,56 and the derivative OLat. assarātum, a kind of “bloody”
drink, de Vaan 2008: 58), perhaps Lat. sanguen (Ennius, Ann. 108) ~ sanguis,
Arm. ariwn, etc. These forms may allow us to posit PIE *h1ésh2-r̥, *h1sh2-én-.
The Tocharian words can easily be derived from this proto-form (Kortlandt
2010: 146). Otherwise, they may also be the outcome of the collective *h1ésh2ōr
(Hilmarsson 1986: 22; Pinault 2011: 163; Adams DTB: 525).

in the past by leading scholars, like Van Windekens (1944: 79ff.) and Hilmarsson (1984), but
their treatments are in many points different from mine. Furthermore, a systematic analy-
sis of this Tocharian A class is still missing. Recent investigations on the outcomes of some
heteroclitic formations in Tocharian are Pinault (2011), Malzahn (2014), and Kim (2019).

2 Winter (1965: 192f.) was the first to claim that Tocharian A and B point to different preforms:
TchA por would continue PIE *péh2-u̯r̥, while TchB puwar would be from PIE *puh2r̥. Other
scholars propose that the word for ‘fire’ retained both regular and collective stems in Proto-
Tocharian:TocharianAwould continue the former,TocharianB the latter.This reconstruction
has recently been advocated by Kim (2019: 145). However, I believe thatmultiplying the num-
ber of proto-forms that cannot belong to the same morphological paradigm is questionable
and quite unlikely. Indeed, if Tocharian inherited both the regular and the collective forma-
tionof this noun, it is highly probable that it had already generalisedoneof the twoparadigms
before the breakup of Proto-Tocharian. For other suggestions, see Schindler (1967: 242–244),
Hilmarsson (1985: 42–43 and 1989: 135, followed by Hackstein 2017), and Ringe (1996: 17–18).
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Finally, both TchA ytār and TchB ytārye /y(ə)tárye/ ‘road, street, path’ are
of feminine gender. These words must be compared with Lat. iter, gen. itineris,
and the derivative YAv. pairiθna ‘the course of life’ (Yt 8.54, Panaino 1990: 141).3
Tocharian continues the collective PIE *h1i-tṓr (Hilmarsson 1986: 44; Pinault
2011: 163–164; Adams DTB: 559; Kim 2019: 145).4 The unexpected feminine gen-
der in both Tocharian A and B, and the element -ye /-(ə)ye/ in Tocharian B are
problematic.5 Indeed, this noun should be reconstructed as neuter for Proto-
Indo-European. It follows that the feminine gender of TchA ytār, B ytāryemust
be secondary, because PIE neuter nouns are usually continued as alternating
inTocharian. Inmy opinion, in the Proto-Tocharian phase, this substantivewas
influenced by the ancestor of the productive feminine noun TchB kälymiye, A
kälyme ‘direction, region’ because of its meaning, so that PTch *yətar at first
acquired feminine gender. Since the gender of TchA kälyme also fluctuates
between alternating and feminine (Carling 2009: 176; Peyrot 2012: 212), one
might assume a case of mutual influence. Subsequently, after the dissolution of
Proto-Tocharian, it shifted inflectional class in Tocharian B, becoming a noun
of the kälymiye-type.6

3 As one of the anonymous reviewers informed me, the oft-cited Hitt. itar (alleged hapax
legomenon in KUB 41.8 i 20, cf. Rieken 1999: 374–377; Kloekhorst 2008: 422) has recently been
read by Miller (2008: 209 fn. 97) as DUMU-tar ‘offspring’.

4 Onemight object that, from the semantic point of view, the assumption of an original collec-
tive *h1itōr is difficult, as neitherTchA ytār norTchB ytārye denotes amultitude of streets and
it cannot be proven that they did so at an earlier stage either. Nussbaum (2014a: 251) points
out this problem and convincingly suggests that this (morphological) collective formation
has an “instantial” value, i.e. “denotes […] an individual instance of an action, event, or state”
(p. 247), as in Gk. τέρμα ‘crossing’ < *tér(h2)-mn̥ vs. τέρμων ‘a boundary’ < *tér(h2)-mō(n).

5 Hartmann (2013: 470–472 and 519–520) has recently commented on the previous interpre-
tation of TchB ytārye and has further posited PIE *h1i-tōr-ih2 (Klingenschmitt 1994: 396 fn.
140) or *h1i-tōr-ēn (Hilmarsson 1987: 48f.). The first reconstruction is unsatisfactory from a
phonological point of view, because PIE *-ih2 should have evolved into TchB -ya. The second
reconstruction has to cope with chronological and morphological inconsistencies, since it
implies that anoriginal *yətar, the regular outcomeof PIE *h1itṓr, first became *yətarəye (con-
tinuedwithoutmodifications inTchB ytārye) and then turned to be *yətar > ytār inTocharian
A, according to the model of TchA ysār ‘blood’.

6 Cf. Pinault (2015: 189). Malzahn (2014: 200) tentatively tries to analyse the irregular feminine
gender of these nouns as an archaism, by comparing it withHomeric Gk. ἐέλδωρ ‘desire, wish’,
of unexpected feminine gender (see also Leukart 1987: 355). In parallel, Nussbaum (2014: 253)
also claims that there is no reason not to interpret the feminine gender of this noun as orig-
inal, because the other continuants in *-ōr inherited by Tocharian are alternating. However,
this statement can also be read the other way around: since the other continuants of *-ōr are
alternating in Tocharian, *h1itṓr should originally have been neuter too and thus expected to
evolve as an alternating.
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The two last substantives that belong to Class II.1 are TchA wram, TchB
°wreme ‘thing, object,matter’ andTchA plāc, B plāce ‘word’. They donot go back
to heteroclitic stems.
Following VanWindekens (1976: 580–581), TchA wram can be the exact cog-

nate of Gk. ῥῆμα, -ατος ‘statement, word’, since both Greek and Tocharian A
point to anactionnounPIE *u̯réh1-mn̥. Final -e inTchB käkse-wreme ‘?’ (attested
twice in B197, a Sanskrit-Tocharian bilingual dealing with matters of Abhid-
harma, cf. Kudara 1974 and Catt 2016) probably reflects a secondary themati-
sation in compounds (cf. the Greek type στόμα ‘mouth’ vs. °στομος, as one of
the reviewers has reminded me).7
As far asTchB plāce, A plāc ‘word’ is concerned,TocharianB attests remnants

of the hysterodynamic *i-inflection, allowing us to reconstruct PIE *(s)plH-ti-,
from PIE *(s)pelH- ‘to proclaim, speak solemnly’ (cf. TchAB pälā- ‘to praise’,
Pinault 2008: 345; contra Klingenschmitt’s derivation from PIE *bhelh1- ‘to yell,
roar’, 1994: 127).8
Now that we have clarified what type of PIE stems are continued in the

Tocharian A class II.1, we canmove forwardwith the origin of the plural ending
TchA -äṃ.

3 Origin of the plural ending TchA -äṃ

There are two opposingways to explain the plural forms of the nouns discussed
above: (1) either Tocharian B has preserved the original situation and Tochar-
ian A has introduced themorpheme -(ä)ṃ < PTch *-na from other stems, or (2)
Tocharian A has preserved the original situation and in Tocharian B the nasal
plural *-na has been lost.
At first sight, both hypotheses seem plausible. The former implies that

Tocharian A actually inherited plural forms identical to those of Tocharian B.
When final vowels were deleted in Pre-Tocharian A, nominative and oblique
would have become homophonous in both the singular and the plural. In order

7 I see no reason to reconstruct either Pinault’s *u̯r̥h1-o-mo- (2008: 512) or Adams’ *u̯rē-mēn-
(DTB: 672). Although these preforms have the advantage of deriving both Tocharian A and
B words from a common ancestor, the former does not take into account the unproductive
plural ending TchA -äṃ, while the latter requires an unwarranted lengthened grade in both
the root and the suffix.

8 See furtherMalzahn&Fellner (2015: 72 fn. 36). In the same inflectional class,we also findTchB
maśce ‘fist’, which is to be equated with IIr. *musti- ‘fist’ (cf. Skt.muṣṭí-, Av.mušti-), although
theTocharianword continues a nom.sg. PIE *-tē(i)̯ of the hysterodynamic type, instead of the
expected *-ti-s in Indo-Iranian (Pinault 2013: 346f.; Adams DTB: 476).
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to reintroduce a distinction between singular and plural, the plural morpheme
-äṃwould have been attached at a later stage (e.g. pl. PTch *yəsara > Pre-TchA
*ysār >> TchA ysāräṃ). This hypothesis also has to cope with some problems,
however. As stated in the opening section, the fact that themarker TchA -äṃ is
the least productive among the plural endings of TocharianAmust be seriously
considered if its origin is to be traced. As a consequence, analogical develop-
ments can hardly be involved: basically, there is no immediate source where
the plural *-äṃ could have been abstracted and then generalised.9
I therefore believe that the latter scenario is the correct one, since it lends

itself to a more elegant solution: the nasal element in TchA -äṃmust be inter-
preted as an archaism not only in TchA wram ‘thing, object’, which goes back
to an old *men-stem, but also in those words that continue heteroclitic *r/n-
stems, where the plural -äṃ historically coincides with the original n-form. It
follows that Tocharian A, as opposed to Tocharian B, has continued the hete-
roclitic inflection, by refunctionalising the n-form of the oblique cases in the
plural. This is not an isolated trend of development, since it closely resembles
similar cases in Latin and Iranian.
In the history of Latin, the old heteroclites are normalised in two ways

(Ernout 1914: 67–68; Leumann 1977: 359–360; Weiss 2009: 240f.). On the one
hand, some nouns have analogically levelled the r-stem in all cases (e.g. Lat.
ūber, -eris ‘udder; abundant’, cf. Skt. ú̄dhar/n- ‘udder’), although in Old Latin
a few of them were still heteroclitic. Compare, for instance, Lat. femur, gen.
femoris ‘thigh’ (e.g. in femore, Cicero, Verr. Or. IV. 43, 93) with OLat. femur, gen.
feminis ‘id.’ (e.g. femina in Plautus, Poen. 3.1, 68). On the other hand, nouns like
iter, gen. itineris ‘street, way, journey’ or iecur, gen. iocineris ‘liver’ show spread
of the r-stem from the strong cases to the n-stem of the weak cases. It follows
that in thepre-history of Latin twoparadigmsof theword for ‘way, street’ canbe
virtually reconstructed: older *iter / *itinis and newer *iter / *iteris (Leumann
1977: 103). Latin speakers mixed up the two paradigms, forming a new inflec-
tion with a stem *itin-er-, from a pre-existing *itin-, in all weak cases and in
the plural. Only the nominative and accusative singular still attest the original
distribution of the allomorphs.

9 An anonymous reviewer points out that TchA -äṃ could have been introduced from the
neuter nasal stems. However, the only noun that diachronically goes back to a *men-stem
and synchronically shows this ending is namely wram ‘thing, object’, because other continu-
ants of the PIE *men-stems have replaced their original plural forms, like TchA ñom ‘name’,
pl. ñomäntu (cf. TchB ñem, pl. ñemna < PTch *ñæmna). This evidence implies that *-äṃ was
not a convenient plural ending in Pre-Tocharian A. There is therefore no reason why words
likeTchA por ‘fire’, ytār ‘road’, and ysār ‘blood’ should have selected this ending, and not other
much more productive plural markers.
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table 2 Heteroclitic inflection from PIE to Tocharian A

PIE Pre-PTch PTch Pre-TchA TchA

Strong stem *it-ṓr > *yət-ar sg. > *yətār > *yätār > ytār
Weak stem *it-n- > *yət-ən- pl. > *yətə-na >> *yätār-än(ā) > ytāräṃ

Let us now consider some examples from Iranian. In Khotanese, spellings
with double -rr- are the result of consonant clusters beginningwith the vibrant
(e.g. Khot. ttarra- ‘grass’ < *tr̥na-, cf. Skt. tr̥ṇ́a-; Khot. kārra- ‘deaf ’ < *karna-, cf.
YAv. karǝna- ‘ear [daēvic]; deaf ’, Ved. kárṇa- ‘ear’, Emmerick 1969: 69). For this
reason, OKhot. gyagarra- ‘liver’ is traced back to *ia̯kr̥na- by Emmerick (1980:
168). In parallel, the numeral OKhot. byūrru ‘10.000, myriad’ can be the out-
come of PSaka *baiwarnam (Emmerick 1980: 168 and 1993: 292; cf. Bailey 1979:
309). Although no clear Indo-European cognates of this word have been identi-
fied so far, OKhot. byūrru has some cognates in several Iranian languages, from
both theWestern (e.g. Pahl. bēwar, Parth. bywr) and the Eastern side (e.g. Sogd.
βrywr ‘myriad’, Iron biræ, Digor be(w)aræ, cf. Cheung 2002: 65), including YAv.
baēuuarə/bāeuuan-, which points to the reconstruction of a heteroclitic *r/n-
stem for Proto-Iranian.10
It is reasonable to assume that the same mixture of the two stems has

affected the words for ‘fire’, ‘blood’, and ‘road’ in the Pre-Tocharian A stage. In
Proto-Tocharian, these words must have continued the heteroclitic inflection,
with r-stem in the singular and n-stem in the plural. Then, when Tocharian B
andA split off fromProto-Tocharian, the former generalised the r-stem, and the
latter refunctionalised the two stems, adding the reanalysed nom.obl.pl. PTch
*-na < PIE *-nh2 to the r-stem (cf. Table 2).11
As Hock (1991: 189f.) has pointed out, in analogical changes old and innova-

tive forms have to coexist as variants for some time before the effective reali-
sation of the analogy. Occasionally they are affected by blending (sometimes
also called contamination). The phenomenon of blending is usually treated as
a sporadic lexical change by which a new word is created through the combi-
nation of two already existing lexemes. In some cases, however, blending also

10 Cf. Mayrhofer (KEWA II.514): “Fraglich ist ein Zusammenhang von aw. baēvar-/baēvan”.
11 Other survivals of PIE *r/n-stems may have formed their plural as nouns of class II.1 in

Tocharian A, like TchA ṣñor ‘sinew’ (TchB ṣñor) < *snéh1-u̯r̥ / *-u̯én- (cf. YAv. snāvarǝ, Ved.
sná̄van-). Unfortunately, the plural of this noun is only attested in TchB ṣñaura, but one
might reconstruct ṣñoräṃ* for Tocharian A.
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affects the morphological paradigm of words, especially when they develop
competing stems. This is exactly what has happened to the three Tocharian
A nouns. In Proto-Tocharian, the two stems were therefore maintained for
some time, particularly because they had different grammatical functions: the
r-stem was used to express the singular, and the n-stem the plural. But the
entire paradigm was analogically levelled, and the r-stem became the basis
on which the n-containing endings were added. Through this development,
the functional correspondence between singular and plural has been formally
maintained, and PTch *-na has become a new plural marker.12
On the other hand, the competitive r- and n-forms have developed differ-

ently in Tocharian B: the entire paradigm of these nouns was levelled in favour
of the r-stem, while the n-form vanished. This is a common trend of develop-
ment that also characterised some other Indo-European languages. Examples
include: Lat. ūber, gen. ūberis ‘udder’ (cf. Skt. ú̄dhar, gen. ú̄dhnas, Gk. οὗθαρ,
gen. -ατος), MP ǰagar ‘liver’ (cf. Skt. yákr̥-t, gen. yaknás, Av. yakarə), OHG waz-
zar ‘water’, OE wæter ‘id.’ vs. Goth. wato (n-stem) ‘water’, ON vatn ‘id.’ (cf. Hitt.
u̯ātar, gen. u̯itenaš, Gk. ὕδωρ, gen. ὕδα-τ-ος), OHG fuir ‘fire; heart’, OD fuir ‘fire’,
OE fȳr ‘id.’ vs. Goth. fon ‘fire’, ON funi ‘flame’ (cf. Hitt. paḫḫur, gen. paḫḫue-
naš), and see further the doublet Goth. sauil ‘sun’ vs. Goth. sunno ‘id.’ (cf. OAv.
huuarə̄,̆ gen. xvə̄ṇg).
A similar analysis, mutatis mutandis, also accounts for TchA wram ‘thing,

object’, whose plural wramäṃmay go back to *u̯réh1-mn-h2 > *wrēmnă > PTch
*wŕæmna. On the other hand, I was not able to find any clear explanation
for the plural plācäṃ ‘words’ (cf. plācänyo ‘because of words’ in e.g. A75 b6).
Indeed, among the words discussed above, this is the only case where Tochar-
ian B attests remnants of the original inflection (cf. nom.pl. TchB plāci < PTch
*pəlacəyə < PIE *(s)plH-tei-̯es). A tentative analysis suggests that TchA plāc
acquired the plural ending from TchA wram. The reason this analogical devel-
opment took place lies in themeaning of these nouns. Indeed, TchA wram had
to originally mean ‘speech, word’, as the etymology of the term seems to indi-
cate. For a certain period, TchAwram andTchA plācwere consequently almost
synonyms, and this has favoured the transfer of the ending -äṃ to the paradigm
of plāc. Only at a later time would TchA wram have developed the meaning of
‘object’.

12 One may wonder whether this phenomenon can be regarded as a process of exaptation,
a term introduced into linguistics by Lass (1990), according to which linguistic relics can
be refunctionalised by being adapted according to existing regular templates.
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4 Conclusion

This article has focused on the diachronic evolution of Tocharian A nounswith
theplural ending -äṃ.With the exceptionof TchAplāc ‘word’,wehave seen that
these substantives can be traced back to PIE *r/n-stems (TchA ytār ‘road’, ysār
‘blood’, por ‘fire’) and to PIE *men-stems (TchA wram ‘thing, object’). My final
aimwas to demonstrate that the plural ending TchA -äṃ constitutes a precious
archaism that in a way continued the Proto-Indo-European state of affairs. We
have seen that the reconstruction of heteroclitic nouns requires strict com-
parisons between the older stages of the Indo-European languages, because
in more recent times the same languages generalised one of the two stems.
In Tocharian B we found precisely this development: the formal contention
between r- and n-stems was resolved with the victory of the former over the
latter. The final result of this process caused the collapse of the n-stem. On the
other hand, we have seen that Tocharian A preserved the older state of affairs,
since it has maintained both the r-form of the singular and the n-form of the
plural. The final outcome of this development is a blended plural with the r-
form as the stem and the n-form as the ending. This inflectional class therefore
constitutes an important sectionof theTocharian lexicon that offers a small but
significant contribution to the diachronic evolution of Indo-Europeannominal
morphology.
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